Seven Line Prayer to Guru Rinpoche

HUNG OR GYEN YUL GYI NUP JANG TSHAM PE MA GE SAR DONG PO LA
In the Northwest of the land Uddiyana, above the stalk and stamens of a lotus, having

YA TSHEN CHHOK GI NGO DRUP NYE PE MA JUNG NE ZHESU DRAK
attained the wonderful and most perfect Siddhi, is the one known as “The Lotus Born,”

KHOR DU KHAN DRO MANG PO KOR
surrounded by a retinue of many dakinis. I follow your example.

KHYE KYI JE SU DAK DRUP KI
JIN GYI LAP CHHIR SHEK SU SOL
Please approach to engulf me with your splendor. Let fall your splendor in this supreme place.

NE CHHOK DI RU JIN PHOP LA
DRUP CHHOK DAK LA WANG ZHI KUR
Bestow upon me, the supreme practitioner, the four empowerments.

GEK DANG LOK DREN BAR CHHIE SOL
CHHOK DANG THUN MONG NGO DRUP TSOL
Dispel impediments, obstacles, and false guides. Bestow supreme and common siddhis.

OM AH HUNG BENZA GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG

OM AH HUNG BENZA GURU PEMA THÖ THRENG TSAL BENZA SAMAYA DZA DZA

SARWA SIDDHI PHALA HUNG AH HRI MA HA RI NI SA RA TSA HRI YA TSITTA HRING HRING DZA DZA
GURU KHAN DRO TS'HOK CHE KYI
DAK CHAK MÖ PAY BU NAM LA
Guru and hosts of dakinis, engulf the bodies of us devoted children with the splendor of your bodies.

LÜ LA KU YI JIN GYI LOP
NGAK LA SUNG GI JIN GYI LOP
Engulf our speech with the splendor of your speech. Engulf our minds with the splendor of your minds.

YI LA THUK KYI JIN GYI LOP
Engulf us with splendor in the bestowal of the four empowerments.

WANG ZHI KUR WAR JIN GYI LOP
GYU ZHI DAK PAR JIN GYI LOP
Engulf us with splendor to purify our four continuums. Engulf us with splendor that we may become trained in the four paths. Engulf us with splendor that we may attain the four bodies.

OM AH HUNG BENZA GURU PEMA DEWA DAKINI KAYA ABHI KINTSA OM

WAKKA ABHI KINTSA AH
TSITTA ABHI KINTSA HUNG
SARWA ABHI KINTSA HRI